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The National Academic Integrity 
Network (NAIN) 

Inaugural meeting - 14th

November 2019

Actively supporting higher 
education institutions to:

 effectively engage with the 
challenges presented by 
academic misconduct 

 embed a culture of academic 
integrity among providers

 develop national resources and 
tools for providers to address the 
challenges presented by 
academic misconduct
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Academic cheating using paid-for essays 

‘poses threat to integrity of third level’ 

(irishtimes.com), 14.11.2019

https://www.irishtimes.com/news/education/academic-cheating-using-paid-for-essays-poses-threat-to-integrity-of-third-level-1.4083122#:~:text=His%20research%20indicates%20that%20as,in%20third%20level%20has%20warned.


The Network - background

The National Academic Integrity Network (NAIN) is a 
national peer-driven network of staff members from 
Irish higher education institutions, student 
representatives, and higher education 
representatives.

 92 members in total representing:
 32 HEIs (60 members)
 IUA, HECA, THEA (6 members)
 NRIF, ICOS, PCHEI, SAI, LAI
 Students - SUs (10) and USI (3)
 Chair, NAIN
 QQI Executive members (7)
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International Context

 Increased recognition 
internationally of the 
need to promote and 
maintain academic 
integrity

 Rise of contract 
cheating & prevalence 
of essay mills 
(frequently active 
cross-border)

 Consequent calls for 
legislative action
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MyMaster essay cheating scandal: More than 70 

university students face suspension (smh.com.au), 

18.03.2015

https://www.smh.com.au/national/nsw/mymaster-essay-cheating-scandal-more-than-70-university-students-face-suspension-20150312-1425oe.html
https://www.smh.com.au/


Irish Context

New legislation commenced in 
Ireland in November 2019:
● Section 43A provides a statutory 

basis for the prosecution of 
those who facilitate cheating by 
learners; who advertise cheating 
services and who publish 
advertisements for cheating 
services. 

● QQI is responsible for bringing 
prosecutions under this Section 
of the Act. 
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Qualifications and Quality Assurance (Education 
and Training)(Amendment) Act 2019

Crackdown on third level essay writing 

services begins in wake of anti-cheating laws -

Independent.ie, 15.11.2019

https://www.independent.ie/irish-news/education/crackdown-on-third-level-essay-writing-services-begins-in-wake-of-anti-cheating-laws-38694373.html#:~:text=Centenaries-,Crackdown%20on%20third%20level%20essay%20writing%20services,wake%20of%20anti%2Dcheating%20laws&text=New%20anti%2Dcheating%20laws,publish%20adverts%20promoting%20such%20services.


The Network – A Multi-Faceted Approach

 Establish the nature of academic misconduct 
practised in Irish HEIs.

 Identify appropriate measures HEIs can take to 
both prevent and address academic misconduct.

 Inform communications strategies and 
enhancement initiatives in this area.
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Establish the nature of academic 
misconduct practised in Irish HEIs

 The current landscape of academic 
integrity in Ireland:

 What issues are HEIs detecting?

 What is the scale of the detected 
problems?

 Develop and agree a common 
discourse to use in the field, i.e., a 
lexicon of agreed terms.

 A common language across HEIs to 
assist identification, measurement, 
and development of policy and 
practice.

8Curtis, G. (2021) 1 in 10 uni students submit assignments written by someone else — and most are getting away with it. The Conversation 

https://theconversation.com/1-in-10-uni-students-submit-assignments-written-by-someone-else-and-most-are-getting-away-with-it-166410

https://theconversation.com/1-in-10-uni-students-submit-assignments-written-by-someone-else-and-most-are-getting-away-with-it-166410


 Areas for enhancement activity to support a culture of 
academic integrity in Irish HEIs.

 Good practice with regard to prevention of, and 
addressing suspected and confirmed instances of, 
academic misconduct.

Identify appropriate measures HEIs can take 
to prevent & address academic misconduct
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 Procedures for the reporting and 

prosecution of instances of cheating 

under the recently amended legislation.



Inform communications strategies and 
enhancement initiatives

 Raising awareness of academic integrity.

 A dedicated communication strategy.
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Myownwork.qqi.ie



Inform 
communications 
strategies and 
enhancement 
initiatives
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Inform communications strategies and 
enhancement initiatives in this area
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NAIN Academic Integrity Guidelines 

 Developed following an extensive 
process of consultation.

 Addressed to all staff in HEIs.

 Advice on: 
 Upholding academic integrity.
 Preventing academic misconduct.
 Detecting academic misconduct.
 Dealing with academic misconduct.
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 A strategic approach.
 Teaching, learning, and assessment policies which 

promote positive behavior.
 Nominated staff and learner representatives with 

particular responsibility for upholding academic 
integrity.

 Clarity and consistency in relation to academic 
misconduct.

 Staff training and awareness-raising.
 Supports for international learners. 

Upholding Academic Integrity
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https://www.qqi.ie/sites/default/files/2021-11/academic-integrity-guidelines.pdf Image from Pixabay

https://www.qqi.ie/sites/default/files/2021-11/academic-integrity-guidelines.pdf


• Students can be ‘bombarded on social media’

‘Every tweet about struggling with an essay gets replies 

from bots offering help with assignments.’

• ‘Everything gets lost in the high number of emails’ – there 

is a need to communicate in different ways. 

• The issue is not whether or not they know about their 

institution’s regulations but knowing where they can access 

help.

• No student sets out with malice … more understanding 

from institutions about what constitutes academic integrity 

and how they can support students is needed.

• Librarians and counsellors are key sources of support

Upholding Academic Integrity 
–the student perspective
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 Resources to support good practice. 
 Conversations with learners.
 Definitions and examples.
 Training for learners.
 Supports and guidance. 
 Staff training.
 Assessment schedule management.

Preventing Academic Misconduct

16Academic Integrity Guidelines. QQI (2021) 

https://www.qqi.ie/sites/default/files/2021-11/academic-integrity-guidelines.pdf Illustration from Pixabay

https://www.qqi.ie/sites/default/files/2021-11/academic-integrity-guidelines.pdf


 Agreed institutional policy 
approach to detecting 
academic misconduct.

 Staff training in recognizing 
signs of academic misconduct. 

 Support for staff in 
investigation of suspected 
incidences.

 Detection systems made 
known and explained to 
learners.

 Evidence is collected based on 
raised suspicions.

Detecting Academic Misconduct
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Academic Integrity Guidelines. QQI (2021) https://www.qqi.ie/sites/default/files/2021-11/academic-integrity-guidelines.pdf

https://www.qqi.ie/sites/default/files/2021-11/academic-integrity-guidelines.pdf


 Clarity in procedures for investigating and responding 
to academic misconduct.

 Learners have access to supports if the subject of an 
investigation of misconduct.

 Learners made fully aware of the relevant legislation.

 Records maintained.

Dealing with Academic Misconduct
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Academic Integrity Guidelines. QQI (2021) https://www.qqi.ie/sites/default/files/2021-11/academic-integrity-guidelines.pdf

https://www.qqi.ie/sites/default/files/2021-11/academic-integrity-guidelines.pdf


 External environment:

 Changes in assessment.

 Access to contract cheating.

 Supports for individuals:

 Learners.

 Staff.

 Institutional:

 Academic Misconduct and 
Integrity policies.

 Support services.

Challenges
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Contract cheating and blackmail. TESQSA. Jon Yorke, Lesley Sefcik and Terisha Veeran-Colton, Curtin University, Western 

Australia. https://www.teqsa.gov.au/sites/default/files/contract-cheating-blackmail.pdf?v=1591659442

https://www.teqsa.gov.au/sites/default/files/contract-cheating-blackmail.pdf?v=1591659442


• Qualifications and Quality Assurance (Education and Training)(Amendment) Act 
2019 http://www.irishstatutebook.ie/eli/2019/act/32/enacted/en/index.html

• Bretag, T. and Mahmud S. 2012, ‘Conceptual Framework for Implementing 
Exemplary Academic Integrity Policy in Australian Higher Education’, in Bretag, T. 
(ed), Handbook of Academic Integrity, Springer, 463-480. 
https://link.springer.com/referenceworkentry/10.1007/978-981-287-098-8_24.

• Curtis, G. (2021) 1 in 10 uni students submit assignments written by someone else 
— and most are getting away with it. The Conversation 
https://theconversation.com/1-in-10-uni-students-submit-assignments-written-by-
someone-else-and-most-are-getting-away-with-it-166410

• Academic Integrity: National Principles and Lexicon of Common Terms. QQI (2021) 
https://www.qqi.ie/sites/default/files/2021-11/academic-integrity-national-
principles-and-lexicon-of-common-terms.pdf

• Academic Integrity Guidelines. QQI (2021) 
https://www.qqi.ie/sites/default/files/2021-11/academic-integrity-guidelines.pdf

• Contract cheating and blackmail. TESQSA. Jon Yorke, Lesley Sefcik and Terisha
Veeran-Colton, Curtin University, Western Australia. 
https://www.teqsa.gov.au/sites/default/files/contract-cheating-
blackmail.pdf?v=1591659442
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